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"Hugo Lundhaug and Lance Jenott offer a sustained argument for the monastic provenance of the Nag Hammadi Codices. They examine the
arguments for and against a monastic Sitz im Leben and defend the view that the Codices were produced and read by Christian monks, most likely
Pachomians, in the fourth- and fifth-century monasteries of Upper Egypt. Eschewing the modern classification of the Nag Hammadi texts as
“Gnostic,” the authors approach the codices and their ancient owners from the perspective of the diverse monastic culture of late antique Egypt and
situate them in the context of the ongoing controversies over extra-canonical literature and the theological legacy of Origen. Through a combination
of sources, including idealized hagiographies, travelogues, monastic rules and exhortations, and the more quotidian details revealed in documentary
papyri, manuscript collections, and archaeology, monasticism in the Thebaid is brought to life, and the Nag Hammadi codices situated within it. The
cartonnage papyri from the leather covers of the codices, which bear witness to the monastic culture of the region, are closely examined, while
scribal and codicological features of the codices are analyzed and compared with contemporary manuscripts from Egypt. Special attention is given to
the codices’ scribal notes and colophons which offer direct evidence of their producers and users. The study ultimately reveals the Nag Hammadi
Codices as a collection of books completely at home in the monastic manuscript culture of late antique Egypt."-These Gnostic texts from the 4th century reveal the world of early Christianity and include The Gospel According to Thomas. This firsthand account
of the discovery includes the first complete publication of the documents.

Focusing on personal wine-selling skills, this practical guide explains every element of consultative wine sales, from understanding the market and
the customer to providing excellent customer service. Based on six decades of combined experience, this manual will be invaluable for all those
seeking to start or enhance a career in wine sales.
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Translated by R. McL. WilsonA full-scale study based on the documents of the Coptic Gnostic library found at Nag Hammadi providing a
comprehensive survey of the nature, the teachings, the history and the influence of this religion.
A painstaking piece of detective work, drawing on all available evidence, this is the most thorough and important work on a perennially fascinating
topic.

"Jean Doresse's book was originally published in 1958 as the first authoritative description of the now famous cache of Egyptian Gnostic writings
known as the Nag-Hammadi Library or, as Doresse calls it, the Chenoboskion Library. Despite the forty plus years since publication, a more readable
and thorough introduction to the material is not to be found. Until the Nag-Hammadi discovery, the Gnostics were thought to be no more than a
heretical splinter group of early Christianity with particularly bizarre cosmologies and licentious sexual practices. Hardly surprising given that most of
what we knew about the various sects of Gnostics came from their rivals, the Christians. Doresse thoroughly reviews what was known of Gnosticism
before these writings of theirs were unearthed. As one of the original discoverers of these texts, his first person account of their unearthing,
acquisition, and identification is quite engaging. A physical description of the books then is given. Finally he launches into a discussion of the texts
themselves, and what they reveal to us of Gnostic belief and practice"--Amazon.com.

The Nag Hammadi Scriptures, edited by Marvin Meyer, is the most complete, up-to-date, one-volume, English-language edition of the renowned
library of Gnostic manuscripts discovered in Egypt in 1945, which rivaled the Dead Sea Scrolls find in significance. It includes the Gospel of Thomas,
the Gospel of Mary, and the recently discovered Gospel of Judas, as well as other Gnostic gospels and sacred texts. This volume also includes
introductory essays, notes, tables, glossary, index, etc. to help the reader understand the context and contemporary significance of these texts which
have shed new light on early Christianity and ancient thought. The compilation of ancient manuscripts that constitute The Nag Hammadi Scriptures is
a discovery that challenges everything we thought we knew about the early Christian church, ancient Judaism, and Greco-Roman religions.
The author ransacked every possible source of productive evidence on the subject. for more than a generation at least, occult society as a whole has
awaited an authoritative work on the subject of the arcane science known as Atlantis. Contents: Religio.

This volume publishes a new Coptic handbook of ritual power, comprising a complete 20 page parchment codex from the second half of the first
millennium AD. It consists of an invocation including both Christian and Gnostic elements, ritual instructions, and a list of twenty-seven spells to cure
demonic possession, various ailments, the effects of magic, or to bring success in love and business. The codex is not only a substantial new
addition to the corpus of magical texts from Egypt, but, in its opening invocation, also provides new evidence for Sethian Gnostic thought in Coptic
texts. A Coptic Handbook of Ritual Power is the first volume in the series The Macquarie Papyri, which will publish the papyri in the collection of the
Museum of Ancient Cultures, Macquarie University (Sydney, Australia).
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Provides insight into the lost history of the Giza Plateau and how Temple priests of the Great Pyramid preserved the evidence of life beyond death.

With this book, the student of Western Tantra may attain the knowledge and inner truth that has been hidden from us since conception. Within this
new, expanded edition you will find a wealth of practical and passionate Tantric techniques utilising the Archetypal images of the Tarot. Nothing is
held back. Every method is explicit and clearly described.
First complete translation of crucial 3rd-century A.D. manuscript of Egyptian magic, medicine. 15-foot roll of papyrus reveals spells, incantations,
aphrodisiacs, invoking various gods. Probably compilation of practicing Egyptian sorcerer. Transliteration of demotic included.

In Cosmology and Fate in Gnosticism and Graeco-Roman Antiquity, Denzey Lewis explores the rhetoric of "enslavement to fate" in the intellectual
history of the 2nd century C.E., which she argues is differently articulated by ancient authors but to similar rhetorical ends.

Gnostics have always sought to “know” rather than to accept dogma and doctrine, often to their peril. This inquiry into Gnosticism examines the
character, history, and beliefs of a brave and vigorous spiritual quest that originated in the ancient Near East and continues into the present
day.Lawrence Durrell writes, “This is a strange and original essay, more a work of literature than of scholarship, though its documentation is
impeccable. It is as convincing a reconstruction of the way the Gnostics lived and thought as D.H. Lawrence’s intuitive recreation of the vanished
Etruscans.”
The Secret Wisdom of The Qabalah: A Study in Jewish Mystical Thought

A noted parapsychologist offers convincing evidence of psychic ability through her numerous experiments. Examine the techniques used in different
esoteric schools for altering states of consciousness from a scientific point of view. An authoritatively written work emphasizes that the psychic arts
should be a working, living part of a way of life. As practical as it is spiritual, this will lead you to a oneness with, the universe.
Here is a handy, comprehensive reference guide to the myths and deities from ancient religions around the world. Now you can easily find the
information you need to develop your own rituals and worship using the Gods/Goddesses with which you resonate most strongly. More than a
mythological dictionary, this book explains the magical aspects of each deity as well as various magickal practices. For any cultural/religions
background.
IT came to pass, when Jesus had risen from the dead, that he passed eleven years discoursing with his disciples, and instructing them only up to the
regions of the First Commandment and up to the regions of the First Mystery, that within the Veil, within the First Commandment, which is the fourand-twentieth mystery without and below--those [four-and-twenty] which are in the second space of the First Mystery which is before all
mysteries,--the Father in the form of a dove.
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In these troubled times, do you wonder about the future and the destiny of humanity? Do you want to know the true purpose of your existence on
Earth and in the Universe? The most secret book in the world holds the answers you seek! Named as one of the 100 Most Spiritually Influential Living
People by Watkins Mind Body Spirit, Zinovya Dushkova, Ph.D., is one of the few who has gained access to the million-year-old manuscript widely
known as the Book of Dzyan, which contains answers to humanity's most pressing questions. Written in the language of the Gods, called Senzar, it is
secretly hidden in the heart of the Himalayas, accessible to only a chosen few over the course of human history, accessible to only a chosen few over
the course of human history, including Gautama Buddha, Jesus Christ, Pythagoras, Plato, and Helena Blavatsky. Now, for the first time ever, Dr.
Dushkova has presented a never-before-seen excerpt from the mysterious Book of Dzyan in The Book of Secret Wisdom to bring new meaning and
hope into your life. Beautiful and enlightening, it will reveal not only our past, but also our present and future. To facilitate your understanding of this
profound and poetic text, the book contains a comprehensive glossary gleaned from the supreme sources of wisdom. In The Book of Secret Wisdom,
you will discover the answers to these questions: • What are the ultimate goal and purpose of human existence? • What is the cause of natural
disasters, global warming, and epidemics? • What really happened in 1999 and 2012? • What Great Event occurred invisibly in 2017? • When will
Armageddon and the Last Judgment occur? • What should you expect in the coming decades? • Why are people dying, and is there a chance to be
immortal? • Why does it seem that time is speeding up? • What is the famous Philosopher's Stone? • and much, much more! The all-embracing and
undistorted Truth presented in this book was once accessible only to the privileged initiates of ancient civilizations who spent much of their lives
seeking it. But now it is available to you in the pages of The Book of Secret Wisdom, a book that offers unprecedented access to the world's most
ancient mysteries. If you are a spiritual seeker who enjoys expanding the boundaries of your understanding, this book is for you. "This book is an
immeasurable treasure of knowledge. Its depth and scope are incredible." — 2016 Benjamin Franklin Awards Judge "It reads beautifully like a
storybook, feels like a fable, and reveals valuable lessons of love for this lifetime." — Allyson Gracie, Wellness Specialist, Pilates & Yoga Instructor
"One of the most inspiring, all encompassing, volumes of true truth I have read in all my years of seeking truth." — April Gieseking "It is deep, deeper
and vast than you could have ever imagined." — Aakriti, Goodreads Don't wait! Buy The Book of Secret Wisdom now to unveil the future and destiny
of humanity!
This document is a collection of Logia, a harvesting of about 114 "Sayings of Jesus" together with a prologue which stresses the esoteric character
of the sayings and attributes their recording and preservation to the apostle Didymus Jude Thomas. Many of the sentences are identical with the
Logia of the Synoptic Gospels or are closely related to them. Nevertheless, there are differences of detail which merit discussion and can often be
elucidated as due to a particular source or tradition. The other sayings on the contrary are "extra-canonical". Among these are certain "agrapha"
which are already known or can now be recognised in ancient or mediaeval literature from patristic, gnostic, Manichean or even Catharist sources. In
particular the sayings written in Greek, which are found in more or less mutilated form in three papyri from Oxyrhynchus appear with certain
variations but assembled and arranged in similar manner in three different parts of "The Gospel according to Thomas". It is probable that extracts
from apocryphal gospels such as the "Gospel according to the Hebrews" and the "Gospel according to the Egyptians" are also preserved in it.
Besides this, the collection comprises many Logia which are quite new and have never before been seen.
In the period domoninated by the triumphs of scientific rationalism, how do we account for the extraordinary success of such occult movements as
astrology or the revival of witchcraft? From his perspective as a historian of religions, the eminent scholar Mircea Eliade shows that such popular
trends develop from archaic roots and periodically resurface in certain myths, symbols, and rituals. In six lucid essays collected for this volume,
Eliade reveals the profound religious significance that lies at the heart of many contemporary cultural vogues. Since all of the essays except the last
were originally delivered as lectures, their introductory character and lively oral style make them particularly accessible to the intelligent
nonspecialist. Rather than a popularization, Occultism, Witchcraft, and Cultural Fashions is the fulfillment of Eliade's conviction that the history of
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religions should be read by the widest possible audience.
Lost in antiquity, rediscovered in 1896, and only recently accessible for study, The Secret Revelation of John offers a firsthand look into the diversity
of Christianity before the establishment of canon and creed. Karen L. King offers an illuminating reading of this ancient text--a narrative of the
creation of the universe and humanity and a guide to justice and salvation, said to be Christ's revelation to his disciple John. Freeing the Revelation
from the category of "Gnosticism" to which such accounts were relegated, King shows how the Biblical text could be read by early Christians in
radical and revisionary ways. By placing the Revelation in its social and intellectual milieu, she revises our understanding of early Christianity and,
more generally, religious thought in the ancient Mediterranean world. Her work helps the modern reader through many intriguing--but
confusing--ideas in the text: for example, that the creator god of Genesis, a self-described jealous and exclusive god, is not the true Deity but a kind
of fallen angel; or, in an overt critique of patriarchy unique in ancient literature, the declaration that the subordination of woman to man was an
ignorant act in direct violation of the "holy height." In King's analysis, the Revelation becomes not strange but a comprehensible religious vision--and
a window on the religious culture of the Roman Empire. A translation of the complete Secret Revelation of John is included.

Why is religion still around in the twenty-first century? Why do so many still believe? And how do various traditions still shape the way people
experience everything from sexuality to politics, whether they are religious or not? In Why Religion? Elaine Pagels looks to her own life to help
address these questions. These questions took on a new urgency for Pagels when dealing with unimaginable loss—the death of her young son,
followed a year later by the shocking loss of her husband. Here she interweaves a personal story with the work that she loves, illuminating how, for
better and worse, religious traditions have shaped how we understand ourselves; how we relate to one another; and, most importantly, how to get
through the most difficult challenges we face. Drawing upon the perspectives of neurologists, anthropologists, and historians, as well as her own
research, Pagels opens unexpected ways of understanding persistent religious aspects of our culture. A provocative and deeply moving account
from one of the most compelling religious thinkers at work today, Why Religion? explores the spiritual dimension of human experience.
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